A Sample Style Sheet for APA Bibliographic Citations
(Based on Publication Manual, 6th ed. 2009)

Karin Durán. Ph.D.  karin.duran@csun.edu

(Consult “Citing Your Sources” link: http://library.csun.edu/Find_Resources/e-books/estyledg.html for additional examples)

Double space between and within references. For titles in reference lists, capitalize only the first word, the first word after a colon or a dash, and proper nouns. Titles of books and periodicals should be italicized. Use the “author, publication” date method for in-text references. Use the first word of the title to alphabetize if your source does not have an author.

Books

Edited Books (no authors)

Chapter with Authors in and Edited Book (Includes page numbers of chapter)

Dissertation

Journals

Magazines

Newspapers

ERIC Documents (ED)

5/6/2010 APAcit plus
Interviews

Radio broadcast

Television broadcast

Feature film

Documentary

Government Documents

(If there is no author name, use the government agency name instead)

Research Institute Publications

Email
K. Durán (personal communication, February 14, 2006)

Electronic Full-Text Sources
(Hint: Follow the format above that best matches your online source before providing online citation information. Look for and include as many source identification elements as possible such as author, title, date of publication/creation, internet address and date of access information. “Surface web” = freely accessible web sites; “Deep/Invisible web”= Restricted access web sites (CSUN subscription databases). Consult the APA web site for further examples http://www.apa.org/journals/webref.html)
Individual professors may or may not require the use of the web address in the citation, so consult with your professor.

**YouTube**

**Surface Web: Full-Text Electronic Book**

**Surface Web: General Web Site**

**Deep/Invisible Web: Full-Text Periodical Article in a CSUN Subscription Database**


APA indicates that the retrieval date is required when the content you are citing is likely to be changed or updated or when no fixed publication date, edition, or versions number can be cited. Since newspapers may have more than one edition published during a day, it is best to include the “Retrieved …” statement.

“For [electronic] journal articles, always include the journal issue number (if available) along with the volume number, regardless of whether the journal is paginated separately by issue or continuously by volume. This change in reference style from the fifth edition of the *Publication Manual* is intended to make the format for journal article references more consistent.” ([*APA style guide to electronic references*, p. 2])